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Abstract—This paper presents a nonscan design-for-testability
(DFT) method for register-transfer-level (RTL) circuits. We first
introduce the τ k notation to analyze the test generation complexity, as well as two classes of sequential circuits, namely: 1) the
combinationally testable class and 2) the acyclically testable class.
Then, we introduce a new class of linear-depth time-bounded circuits as one of the acyclically testable classes. The linear-depth
time-bounded testability guarantees that the number of time
frames required for any testable fault is bounded by a linear
function of the number of flip-flops in the circuit during the
test generation process. As one of the linear-depth time-bounded
classes, we introduce a new class of RTL circuits, called the
cycle-unrollable RTL circuits, which is shown to be linear depth
time bounded. We propose a DFT method to make RTL circuits
cycle unrollable and a test generation method for cycle-unrollable
RTL circuits. Experimental results show that we can drastically
reduce hardware overhead and test application time compared to
the full-scan method and the method proposed by Ohtake et al.
Moreover, our proposed method can achieve 100% fault efficiency
for gate-level single stuck-at faults in practical test generation time
and allow at-speed testing.
Index Terms—Acyclic testability, at-speed testing, design
for testability, register transfer level (RTL), test generation
complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH THE progress of semiconductor technology, testing of very-large-scale integration becomes more difficult, and the cost has been increasing. Therefore, it is important
to achieve high fault efficiency (FE) with a low cost. Test
generation, even for combinational circuits, is well known
to be NP-complete in general [1], although some classes of
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combinational circuits whose test generation complexity is of
polynomial time were introduced in [25] and [26]. However,
empirical observation shows that for combinational circuits,
test patterns with 100% FE for single stuck-at faults can
be obtained even for large circuits by automatic test pattern
generators (ATPGs), and hence, the test generation complexity of practically encountered combinational circuits seems
to be polynomial [2], [3]. Based on this observation, several
classes of sequential circuits whose test generation complexity is equivalent to combinational test generation complexity
have been introduced [4]–[7]. Such a class is referred to as a
combinationally testable class. In our previous work [8], [9],
we introduced the τ k notation to express the test generation
complexity of a given circuit class relative to the combinational
test generation complexity denoted as τ (n) = Θ(nr ), where
n is the number of gates of the combinational circuit, and
r is some constant larger than 2. The test generation complexity of combinationally testable sequential circuits is called
τ -equivalent in terms of the τ k notation. For acyclic sequential
circuits or cycle-free sequential circuits, it is also known that
test patterns with 100% FE for gate-level single stuck-at faults
can be obtained in practical test generation time [10], [27],
[28]. Test generation for those acyclic sequential circuits can
be performed with a modified combinational test generation
algorithm [10], [27], [28]. Hence, it seems that the test generation complexity for acyclic sequential circuits is τ -equivalent.
However, we showed in [8] and [9] that the class of acyclic
sequential circuits is not τ -equivalent but τ 2 -bounded, which
means that the test generation complexity of acyclic sequential
circuits is bounded by the square of the combinational test generation complexity, i.e., O(τ 2 (n)). We regard acyclic sequential
circuits as easily testable. A class of cyclic sequential circuits
whose test generation complexity is equivalent to that of acyclic
sequential circuits is referred to as an acyclically testable class.
We introduced in [11] a class of cyclic sequential circuits whose
test complexity is τ 2 -bounded.
The test generation problem for general sequential circuits,
which is modeled by an iterative logic array called the time
expansion model (TEM), has greater time complexity than that
for acyclic sequential circuits. A design-for-testability (DFT)
approach is needed to ease the test generation for general
sequential circuits. If any testable fault can be test-generated by
using a TEM whose depth is O(m), where m is the number
of flip-flops of the circuit, the test generation complexity is
τ 2 -bounded, i.e., acyclically testable. In this paper, we call
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such a TEM a linear-depth TEM and introduce a new DFT
method for register-transfer-level (RTL) circuits that guarantees
the existence of a linear-depth TEM for any testable fault. The
augmented circuit becomes acyclically testable.
The most widely used DFT technique for sequential circuits
is the full-scan approach, which makes a given sequential
circuit combinationally testable so that 100% FE for gate-level
single stuck-at faults can be achieved. However, it requires
long test application time because of scan-shift operations.
Moreover, it requires a large hardware overhead and cannot
allow at-speed testing. To avoid these disadvantages, nonscan
DFT methods at higher abstraction levels have been proposed
in [12]–[20] and [24]. In [18], a nonscan DFT method, which
guarantees 100% FE for RTL controller–data path circuits, has
been proposed, where a single stuck-at fault model at the gate
level is considered.
In [18], the method of [19] is applied to the controller, and the
method of [20] is applied to the data path. The method in [20] is
based on hierarchical test generation [15], and a new testability,
called the strong testability, was introduced as a characteristic
of data paths to guarantee the existence of test plans (sequences
of control signals) for each hardware element in the data
paths, where the strong testability is based on the concept of
I-path introduced in [24]. However, the DFT methods in [19]
and [20] assumed that controllers and data paths are isolated
from each other, and that the signal lines in between them are
directly controllable and observable from outside of the circuits.
Therefore, extra multiplexers (MUXs) are added to the signal
lines in between the controller and the data path, and an extra
test controller (TC) is also embedded to provide the test plans
for the data path. The method in [18] can allow at-speed testing
and achieve much shorter test application time compared to the
full-scan approach. However, hardware and delay overheads are
larger compared to the full-scan approach because of the extra
MUXs and the TC.
In this paper, we propose a DFT method for RTL
controller–data path circuits to reduce the hardware overhead
while achieving 100% FE for gate-level single stuck-at faults,
at-speed testing, and shorter test application time compared
to the full-scan approach. We first introduce a new testability called the linear-depth time-bounded testability for RTL
circuits that guarantees the existence of a linear-depth time
expansion for any testable fault. Then, we introduce a new class
of RTL circuits, called the cycle-unrollable RTL circuits, which
is shown to be linear depth time bounded.
A DFT method and a test generation method based on cycle
unrollability are also proposed. The cycle unrollability is a characteristic of the whole RTL controller–data path circuit, and
we do not need to explicitly isolate the controller and the data
path from each other during DFT and test generation. Moreover,
even if we focus on the data path part, a data path with a strong
testability is a subclass of the data path with cycle unrollability.
Therefore, the hardware overhead of the proposed method can
be expected to be lower than that in [18]. Experimental results
show the effectiveness of the proposed method compared to the
full-scan approach and the method in [18].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we define the τ k notation to analyze the test generation

complexity, and the classes of sequential circuits called the
combinationally testable class and the acyclically testable class.
We also introduce a new class of sequential circuits, called
the linear-depth time-bounded class, which is shown to be
acyclically testable, and hence, the test generation complexity
is τ 2 -bounded. In Section III, we introduce a new class of
RTL circuits, called the cycle-unrollable RTL circuits, which is
shown to be linear depth time bounded and, hence, τ 2 -bounded.
In Section IV, we present the overview of the proposed DFT
method to augment an arbitrary RTL circuit into a cycleunrollable RTL circuit. In Section V, we present the DFT
method in detail. In Section VI, we present a test generation
method for cycle-unrollable RTL circuits. Experimental results
are presented in Section VII, and the discussion is concluded in
Section VIII.
II. T EST G ENERATION C OMPLEXITY
k

A. τ Notation
Generally, the asymptotic notation is used to describe the
asymptotic running time of an algorithm. This notation is also
convenient for describing the worst-case running time of the
test generation problem. Let g(n) be a given function. The
following briefly describes Θ(g(n)), O(g(n)), and Ω(g(n)).
A function f (n) belongs to the set Θ(g(n)) if g(n) is an
asymptotically tight bound for f (n). A function f (n) belongs
to the set O(g(n)) if g(n) is an asymptotically upper bound for
f (n), whereas a function f (n) belongs to the set Ω(g(n)) if
g(n) is an asymptotically lower bound for f (n) [21].
To facilitate our discussion, we define the time complexity of
test generation as follows.
Deﬁnition 1: The time complexity of a problem P is the
time complexity of the fastest algorithm for the problem P . Let
TC (n), TS (n), and Tα (n) be the time complexity of the test
generation problem for combinational, sequential, and circuits
in class α, respectively.
To further clarify the test generation complexity, we define
the τ k notation. We consider TC (n) as a basic unit of the
time complexity of the test generation problem; therefore, τ (n)
is used to denote TC (n) in the following text, where τ (n) =
TC (n) = Θ(nr ) for some constant r ≥ 2.
Deﬁnition 2: T (n) is τ k -equivalent if and only if T (n) =
Θ(τ k (n)) and is τ k -bounded if and only if T (n) = O(τ k (n)),
where k > 0.
Deﬁnition 3: Class α is τ k -equivalent if and only if Tα (n) =
Θ(τ k (n)) and is τ k -bounded if and only if Tα (n) = O(τ k (n)),
where k > 0.
B. Combinationally Testable Class
It has been shown in previous works that a strongly balanced
sequential circuit [5], a balanced sequential circuit [4], and an
internally balanced sequential circuit [6] can be transformed
into their combinational equivalents, respectively, whose test
patterns can be transformed back to the test sequences of
the original sequential circuit. Hence, we have the following
theorem.
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Theorem 1 [8], [9]: Internally balanced sequential circuits,
balanced sequential circuits, and strongly balanced sequential
circuits are τ -equivalent.
Deﬁnition 4: A class of sequential circuits α is combinationally testable if the test generation complexity for α is equivalent
to that for combinational circuits, i.e., α is τ -equivalent.
C. Acyclically Testable Class
An acyclic sequential circuit is a sequential circuit without feedback, i.e., acyclic in structure. It has been proven
in previous works that the test generation complexity for
this class is not τ -equivalent if the test generation model is
a TEM.
Theorem 2 [8], [9]: There exists an acyclic sequential circuit
whose test generation complexity represented by TEM is not
τ -equivalent.
Theorem 3 [8], [9]: Acyclic sequential circuit is
τ 2 -bounded.
Let us define a class of sequential circuits whose test generation complexity is equivalent to acyclic sequential circuits as
follows.
Deﬁnition 5: A class of sequential circuits α is said to be
acyclically testable if the test generation complexity for α is
equivalent to that of acyclic sequential circuits.
Note that an acyclically testable circuit is not necessary
acyclic, i.e., there exists a cyclic sequential circuit that is
acyclically testable. From Theorems 2 and 3, the acyclically
testable class is not τ -equivalent but τ 2 -bounded.
Next, let us introduce a new class of sequential circuits as
one of the acyclically testable classes.
Deﬁnition 6: A TEM is referred to as a linear-depth TEM if
the number of time frames is bounded by a linear function of
the number of flip-flops of the circuit. The depth of a TEM is
the number of time frames of the TEM.
Deﬁnition 7: A sequential circuit S is said to be linear depth
time bounded or a circuit with linear-depth TEM if any testable
fault in S can be test-generated by using a TEM whose depth is
O(m), where m is the number of flip-flops in S.
Note that, in general, the depth of a TEM that is necessary for
test generation increases to O(9m ) in the worst case when the
nine-valued algebra is used, where m is the number of flip-flops
of the circuit [30]. Hence, a class of linear-depth time-bounded
sequential circuits is a special subclass of general sequential
circuits.
We have the following theorem for linear-depth timebounded sequential circuits.
Theorem 4: The test generation complexity of a linear-depth
time-bounded sequential circuit is τ 2 -bounded.
Proof: Let S be a linear-depth time-bounded sequential
circuit. Let m and n be the number of flip-flops and the number
of gates in S, respectively. Then, any testable fault in S can
be test-generated by using a TEM whose depth is O(m) and,
hence, O(n). Since the size of each time frame of the TEM
is O(n), the total size of the TEM becomes O(n2 ). Hence,
the test generation complexity for the TEM is O(τ (n2 )) =
O(τ 2 (n)). Therefore, the test generation complexity for S is

τ 2 -bounded.

Fig. 1. RTL controller–data path circuit.

III. A CYCLICALLY T ESTABLE RTL C IRCUITS
A. RTL Circuits
In the RTL description, a circuit generally consists of a
controller and a data path. An example of an RTL circuit is
shown in Fig. 1. A controller consists of a primary input (PI),
at most one primary output (PO), a state register (SR), and a
combinational logic circuit (CL). A data path consists of PIs,
POs, hold registers (HRs), load registers (LRs), MUXs, and
combinational operational modules (CMs). Note that PIs and
POs are multiple bits wide. The SR, CL, PIs, POs, HRs, LRs,
MUXs, and CMs are called hardware elements. Each hardware
element has at most two data inputs, one control input, one
status output, and one data output. An SR has one data input
from a CL and a data output to the same CL. The CL has two
data inputs (one from the SR and one from the PI), at most
two data outputs (one to the SR and at most one to the PO),
control outputs to the data path, and status inputs from the
data path.
Hardware elements are connected by signal lines. The signal
lines are classified into data signal lines, control signal lines,
and status signal lines. A data signal line connects a data output
to a data input. A control signal line connects a control output
of a CL to a control input of a hardware element in a data path.
A status signal line connects a status output of a hardware
element in a data path to a status input of a CL.
An RTL circuit is represented by an RTL graph whose
vertices are the inputs and the outputs of hardware elements,
and whose arcs are the signal lines and the data flows between the inputs and the outputs of hardware elements. Let
p = (e1 , l1 , e2 , . . . , ek−1 , lk−1 , ek ) be a path starting from e1
and ending at ek , where ei and li denote a vertex and an
arc, respectively. The number of registers on p is called the
sequential depth of p. A path p with no repeated vertices is
called a simple path. A path p is called a cycle if the source
vertex e1 and the sink vertex ek are the same vertex, and the
remaining path from e2 to ek−1 is a simple path. Different
simple paths from ei to ej are called reconvergent paths. If
the sink vertex of a path p1 and the source vertex of a path
p2 are identical, then we denote the concatenation of the paths
as (p1, p2). For each hardware element on p, the inputs and the
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outputs of the hardware element are called on-inputs and onoutputs, respectively, if they are on p. Similarly, the inputs and
the outputs of the hardware element are called off-inputs and
off-outputs, respectively, if they are not on p.

B. Strong Testability
In [20], a new testability for RTL data paths, called the strong
testability, was introduced as follows.
Deﬁnition 8: A data path is said to be strongly testable if
there exists a test plan for each hardware element m that makes
it possible to apply any pattern to m from PIs and to observe
any response of m at POs.
The strong testability is based on the hierarchical test, and
the testing is performed as follows: 1) the test patterns are
generated for each combinational hardware element m by using
a combinational ATPG tool and 2) the test patterns are applied
from PIs to m, and the responses are observed at a PO by
using the test plan for m. To guarantee the existence of the test
plan for each hardware element, the DFT method proposed in
[20] added a thru function to every CM and a hold function to
some LRs. The thru function of a CM provides a functionality
to propagate values from one of its data inputs to its data
output without any change independently of its other data input.
Test generation time for a strong testable data path is short
since a combinational ATPG tool is used for each hardware
element. However, it may not be necessary to have a test plan
for every hardware element to achieve 100% FE for gate-level
single stuck-at faults. Moreover, since the DFT methods in
[20] assumed that control/status signals from/to a controller
are directly controllable/observable from outside the circuits,
extra MUXs and embedded TCs are required to provide the
test plans when we consider the whole RTL controller–data
path circuit.

C. Cycle Unrollability
It is known that ATPGs for combinational circuits can
achieve 100% FE for gate-level single stuck-at faults in practical test generation time. For acyclic sequential circuits, it is
also known that test patterns with 100% FE can be generated
in practical test generation time on the TEM [10]. Therefore,
we expect that for an RTL circuit, we can achieve 100% FE
for gate-level single stuck-at faults in practical test generation
time if there exists a TEM such that the number of time frames
required for any testable fault is bounded by a linear function
of the number of registers in it. To guarantee the existence of
such a TEM, only a part of the hardware elements require the
test plans. To satisfy this condition, we introduce a new concept
of cycle unrollability for RTL circuits. The cycle unrollability is
a characteristic of the whole RTL controller–data path circuit,
and we do not need explicit isolation for the controller and the
data path during DFT and test generation. Moreover, even if we
focus on the data path part, a data path with a strong testability
is a subclass of the data path with cycle unrollability. Therefore,
the hardware overhead of the proposed method can be expected
to be lower than that in [18].

Fig. 2.

Example RTL circuit with the cycle-unrolling path.

Deﬁnition 9: A set of values that can appear at a signal line l
in a normal operation is said to be the range of l. The range
of the input (output) values of the hardware element connected
with l is defined as the range of line l.
Deﬁnition 10: Let Rli and Rlj be the range of signal lines li
and lj , respectively. Dependence exists between li at time t and
lj at time t if li cannot be set to any value in Rli at t when lj is
set to any value in Rlj at t . The dependence between an input
(output) connected with li and an input (output) connected with
lj is defined as the dependence between li and lj .
Deﬁnition 11: Let CD be an RTL circuit. A path pc is said to
be a cycle-unrolling path if pc satisfies the following conditions
for a cycle c in CD.
1) Let pcin be a simple path from a PI to an on-output of a
hardware element mcin on c. Let pcout be a simple path
from an on-output of a hardware element mcout on c to a
PO. Let pc1 be c starting and ending at the on-output of
mcin . Let pc2 be a simple path from the on-output of
mcin to the on-output of mcout along c. Then, pc = (pcin ,
pc1 , pc2 , pcout ). Note that pc1 and pc2 are overlapped.
2) For any hardware element mi on pcin , the on-output of
mi can be set to any value.
3) For any hardware element mi on (pc1 , pc2 , pcout ), there
exists a value in the range of the off-input of mi such that
the value can propagate any change at the on-input of mi
to the on-output of mi .
4) For any hardware element mi on pc , let di be the sequential depth of the path from the PI on pc to the on-input of
mi along pc . There exists no dependence between the PI
at time t and the off-input of mi at time t + di .
5) For any two hardware elements mi and mj on pc , let di
and dj be the sequential depth of the paths from the PI on
pc to the on-input of mi and mj along pc , respectively. If
di is not equal to dj , there exists no dependence between
any off-input of mi at time t + di and any off-input of mj
at time t + dj .
Example 1: Fig. 2 shows an RTL circuit that includes
a cycle and its cycle-unrolling path. Suppose that all the
control signals for registers and a MUX are controllable. Let
c be the cycle, pcin = (PI, m1), pc1 = (m1, ADD, reg2, m1),
pc2 = (m1, ADD, reg2), and pcout = (reg2, PO). Then,
pc = (pcin , pc1 , pc2 , pcout ) is a cycle-unrolling path for c.
Since m1 is a MUX, the output of m1 on pcin can be set
to any value [condition 1)]. For m1, ADD, and reg2 on
(pc1 , pc2 , pcout ), they can propagate any change at the on-input
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of each module to the on-output by applying an on-input select
signal, all 0s, and a load signal at the off-input, respectively
[condition 3)]. Regarding condition 4), ADD shares PI with
the cycle-unrolling path. For ADD on pc1 , since the sequential
depth from PI along pc is 0, and the sequential depth from PI
to the off-input of ADD is 1, there exists no dependence. For
ADD on pc2 , the sequential depth from PI along pc is 1, and
the sequential depth from PI to the off-input of ADD is also 1.
However, register reg1 has a hold function in this example.
Hence, condition 4) is satisfied. Regarding condition 5), all the
control signals are assumed to be controllable, and there exists
no dependence between any pair of off-inputs.
Here, we define a new class of RTL circuits as follows.
Deﬁnition 12: An RTL circuit CD is said to be cycle
unrollable if there exists a cycle-unrolling path pc for each
cycle c in CD.
Theorem 5: Let CD be a cycle-unrollable RTL circuit. Then,
there exists a TEM such that the number of time frames is at
most dmax + nREG , and a test sequence can be generated on the
TEM for any testable fault in CD, where dmax is the maximum
sequential depth of all cycle-unrolling paths in CD.
Proof: Let m denote any hardware element on pc . According to conditions 4) and 5) in Definition 11, the on-input
of m (not mcin ) can be set to any arbitrary value in the range of
the on-input. Moreover, according to condition 2), all the inputs
(outputs) along pcin can be assigned any arbitrary value. Therefore, the on-output of mcin can be justified with any arbitrary
value as well. Similarly, the on-inputs along (pc1 , pc2 , pcout )
can be set to any arbitrary value in the range. For mcin , any
value in the range of the input on (pc1 , pc2 , pcout ) of mcin can
be justified through (pc1 , pc2 , pcout ). Therefore, all the inputs
for m on pc can be set to any value in the range. Accordingly, if
there exists a test pattern for a testable fault in m, the fault will
be activated. Similarly, according to conditions 2)–5), since the
fault effect in m can propagate to its on-output, the fault effect
can reach a PO.
Next, let us consider the case where the hardware element
is not on any cycle-unrolling path. Let m denote the hardware
element not on any cycle-unrolling path. Since there is no cycle
from PI to m , the structure from PI to m is acyclic. Thus, any
value in the range of the input of m can be justified. If there
exists a test pattern for a testable fault in m , the fault can be
activated. Let Pmo denote a set of all the simple paths from m
to any PO. If a path p in Pmo does not intersect with any cycleunrolling path, this path p is acyclic. If a path p in Pmo has a
subpath that is a cycle-unrolling path, the path from m to the
subpath is acyclic, and the subpath satisfies the conditions of
Definition 11, the error can propagate to the PO along p. Thus,
if there exists a test pattern for the testable fault, the error can
propagate to a PO.
Let pm denote a simple path from PI to PO. The sequential
depth for pm is at most dmax . Let mi and mj denote two hardware elements on pm , and let di and dj denote the sequential
depths of mi and mj , respectively, along pm . Then, at most
nREG time frames are needed to justify any values in the range
to each off-input of mi at t + di and mj at t + dj without any
dependence. The number of time frames becomes maximum
when the sequential depth of pm is dmax , and the justification of
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any value in the range to the off-input of the hardware element
whose sequential depth from PI is zero needs at most nREG
time frames. Therefore, the number of time frames is at most

dmax + nREG for fault activation and propagation.
From Theorem 5, we can see that a cycle-unrollable RTL
circuit is linear depth time bounded, and hence, we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 6: Any cycle-unrollable RTL circuit is linear
depth time bounded, and the test generation complexity is
τ 2 -bounded.
IV. O VERVIEW OF THE P ROPOSED M ETHOD
First, we apply the DFT to make a given RTL circuit cycle
unrollable. In Section V, the DFT problem that we consider
in this paper is formally presented, and the DFT method is
explained in detail. After that, we generate a TEM such that
the number of time frames required for any testable fault is
bounded by a linear function of the number of registers in the
circuit. Then, a combinational ATPG is applied to the TEM.
Test generation for the TEM requires a combinational ATPG,
which can deal with multiple stuck-at faults. We use the circuit
model, which can express multiple stuck-at faults in a TEM as a
single stuck-at fault [22], [29] in our experiments since TestGen
(Synopsys) cannot deal with multiple stuck-at faults. Finally,
we transform the test patterns for the TEM into test sequences
for the RTL circuit.
The proposed DFT method consists of the following four
steps: 1) construct a control forest; 2) construct an observation
forest; 3) resolve the dependence; and 4) generate a TC. In
step 1), we decide a control path for each data input of each
hardware element. The control path is used for propagating
any value in the range of the data input. To guarantee the
propagation through the control paths, we add thru functions if
necessary. Similarly, in step 2), we decide an observation path
for each data output of each hardware element. In step 3), if
dependence exists between inputs of a hardware element by
using the paths decided in steps 1) and 2), we resolve it by
using the hold functions of HRs. We add a hold function to
LRs if necessary. In step 4), a TC is generated to activate the
control/observation paths and hold functions.
Here, we summarize the advantages of the proposed method
compared to that in [18]. In [18], the authors first completely
separated the circuit into the data path and the controller by
adding extra MUXs to the control/status signals between them.
Then, they applied the different DFT methods and independently generated test patterns for the data path and the controller. The test patterns for the control/status signals between
the data path and the controller are provided from the additional
TC, which is a sequential circuit. On the other hand, the
proposed method in this paper does not need explicit separation
for the data path and the controller. We add a simple TC that
is a combinational circuit to activate the control/observation
paths. Then, we generate test patterns for the whole data
path–controller circuit. This is because the cycle unrollability is
a characteristic of the whole RTL controller–data path circuit.
Therefore, the proposed method can be expected to be lower
than that in [18].
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Fig. 3. Comparison of two methods. (a) Method of the strong testability.
(b) Proposed method.

An example of the method proposed in [18] and an example
of the proposed DFT method are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b),
respectively. The main differences between the two TCs are
given as follows: 1) the TC in Fig. 3(a) is a sequential circuit,
whereas the TC in Fig. 3(b) is a combinational circuit; and
2) the TC in Fig. 3(b) provides control signals to activate the
control/observation paths, whereas the TC in Fig. 3(a) provides
test patterns for m1, as well as control signals to activate the
control/observation paths. Suppose that MUX m1 exists on a
control path (the dotted line) for ADD1. To propagate values
for ADD1 by using the path, the control signal of m1 should
be “0.” Both the method discussed in [18] and the proposed
method provide the “0” from the TC. Furthermore, the control
input of m1 must be able to be set to both “0” and “1” for testing
m1 itself. In [18], these test patterns for the control input of
m1 are also provided from the TC. Therefore, test MUX s1 is
added for switching the control signal from the controller to the
TC [Fig. 3(a)]. On the other hand, in the proposed method, the
test patterns for the control input of m1 are provided through
the normal controller. Therefore, it is sufficient to provide “0”
to the control input of m1, and only an AND gate is added in
between the controller and the data path [Fig. 3(b)].
V. DFT M ETHOD
Before explaining the proposed DFT method, we formally
present a DFT problem for making a given RTL circuit cycle
unrollable as follows.
Deﬁnition 13: DFT Problem for Cycle Unrollability:
Input: an RTL circuit.
Output: an augmented RTL circuit that is cycle unrollable.
Optimization: minimizing the hardware overhead.
The proposed DFT method consists of four steps, as explained in Section IV. The details of the four steps are described
as follows.
Step 1—Construct a Control Forest: We construct simple
paths from PIs to data inputs of each hardware element. The
simple path is called a control path, and a set of simple paths is
called a control forest. A control path is guaranteed to propagate
any value in the range of each signal line. To propagate any
value through the control paths, thru functions are added to
hardware elements on the path if necessary. Then, we choose
the control signals for the hardware elements on the path. From
these control signals, a TC is generated in step 4). When we
construct a control forest, we start searching for control paths

from a PI. Then, we decide on a path from the PI to a hardware
element. We try to minimize the number of additional thru
functions by giving high priority to the hardware elements with
thru functions for the path selection during the construction of
the control forest.
An example of the control forest for Fig. 1 is shown in
Fig. 4(a). In this example, a thru function is added to SUB. An
additional path from PI1 to SR by the test MUX (TM1) is also
added.
Step 2—Construct an Observation Forest: We construct simple paths from the outputs of each hardware element to POs.
The simple path is called an observation path, and a set of
simple paths is called an observation forest. An observation
path is guaranteed to propagate any value in the range of each
signal line to a PO. To propagate any error by using observation paths, thru functions are added to hardware elements on
the paths if necessary. Then, we choose the control signals
for the hardware elements on the paths. From these control
signals, a TC is generated in step 4). When we construct an
observation forest, we start searching for observation paths
from a PO. Then, we decide on a path from the PO to a
hardware element. We try to minimize the number of additional
thru functions and the required control signals by sharing the
control paths and the observation paths as much as possible
during the construction of the observation forest. An example
of the observation forest construction for Fig. 1 is shown in
Fig. 4(b). Additional observation paths from the CL to the POs
are added.
Step 3—Resolve the Dependence: If there exist reconvergent
paths in the control forest or the observation forest, and if the
sequential depths of the paths are the same, then dependence
exists between the paths. If dependence exists, we decide which
registers can resolve the dependence and the number of the
hold cycles to resolve them. The control signals to the registers
for resolving the dependence are provided from the TC, which
is generated in step 4). Moreover, the information on the hold
cycles is used for the TEM generation shown in Section VI.
In the proposed method, we try to resolve the dependence
by using HRs as much as possible to reduce additional hold
functions. In Fig. 6, a hold function is added to the SR by using
test MUX TM2.
Step 4—Generate a TC: This section describes the generation of a TC, which provides the control signals for the control
forest and the observation forest and for resolving dependence.
A TC is a combinational hardware element, and the output
patterns required for the TC are selected by additional PIs. Let
n be the number of output patterns of a TC. Then, the number
of additional PIs is [log2 n]. The TC is inserted between the CL
and the additional observation paths added in step 3).
Moreover, the observation paths and the control signal lines
for the additional hardware elements are also added from
the TC.
An example of the TC for the RTL circuit in Fig. 1 is
shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the patterns in rows 1–3 are the
control signals for the control forest and the observation forest
and for resolving dependence, respectively. The patterns in
rows 4 and 5 are the control signals for testing the RTL circuit.
The pattern in the last row refers to the control signals for the
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Fig. 4.

Examples of the forests. (a) Control forest. (b) Observation forest.

Fig. 5.

Example of the output patterns of a TC.

Fig. 6.

Example of a loop-unrollable RTL circuit.

normal operation. In this example, the number of additional
PIs is three because the number of the output patterns of the
TC is six. Moreover, by adding the TC, at most two gates—an
AND gate and an OR gate—are inserted between the controller
and the data path.
An example of a cycle-unrollable RTL circuit is shown in
Fig. 6. To reduce the pin overhead for additional observation
paths, a MUX (OMUX) is added to the PO in the data paths to
observe the additional observation paths.
The OMUX is controlled with additional PIs. By adding
the OMAX, the pin overhead becomes the number of control
inputs of the OMUX instead of the bit width of the additional
observation paths.
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Fig. 7. Example of the time expansion model.

VI. T EST G ENERATION M ETHOD
For the test generation of the cycle-unrollable RTL circuit,
we generate a TEM, and a combinational ATPG is applied to
the TEM. The TEM is generated as follows. First, we generate a
TEM that consists of a PO with time frame 0. Then, a hardware
element m connected to the PO and the signal line between m
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TABLE I
CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS

TABLE II
HARDWARE OVERHEADS

and the PO are added to the TEM. When m is added to the
TEM for the first time, all the hardware elements connected
with inputs of m are added to the TEM. When m, which
already exists in the TEM, is added to the TEM again, only the
hardware elements connected to the control forest are added to
the TEM. Moreover, all the hardware elements that exist on the
observation path for m and the corresponding signal lines are
also added to the TEM. If m is a register, then only the signal
line connected with m is added to the TEM, and the time frame
is decreased by 1. If m is used to resolve the dependence, the
time frame is decreased by the corresponding number of hold
cycles. This process repeats until m becomes a PI, and all POs
are added to the TEM. A combinational ATPG is applied to the
generated TEM. Then, generated test patterns are transformed
so that the test patterns can be applied to the original RTL
circuit.
An example of the TEM for Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7.
Consider the test generation process for a fault in module
SUB, which exists on a cycle in the circuit. To generate a
test for the fault, we need to control reg2, reg3, and sreg for
the left data input, the right data input, and the control input,
respectively. From the control forest shown in Fig. 4(a), reg2
is controllable from PI2 and PI1 through m1, and reg3 is
controllable from reg2 through m3, SUB, and ins0. sreg is also
directly controllable from PI1 through TM1. Similarly, we need
to observe reg3, and reg3 is observable at PO2 through m3
from the observation forest shown in Fig. 4(b). The TEM shown
in Fig. 7 effectively guides these propagation paths during the
test generation process. The faults in SUB are assumed to be
activated at time frame −1. Before that, at time frame −4, the
TEM includes the control path for sreg. At time frame −3, the
control paths for reg2 from PI2 and PI1 through m1 and ADD
can be realized. The TEM includes the control paths for reg3
from reg2 through m3, SUB, and ins0 at time frame −2. At
time frame −2, the control path for reg2 is also included to
avoid the dependence between reg2 and reg3. Then, the fault

in SUB is assumed to be activated by reg2, reg3, and sreg, and
the error is assumed to be propagated to reg3 at time frame −1.
The observation path from reg3 to PO2 through m3 is provided
at time frame 0. Therefore, we can easily generate a test for the
fault in SUB using the TEM, although SUB exists on a cycle in
the circuit.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed method by
experiments. RTL benchmark circuits used for the experiments
are circuits named GCD, LWF, JWF, and PAULIN, which
are popularly used circuits, in addition to two circuits named
RISC and MPEG, which are more practical and larger circuits
designed by a semiconductor company. In our previous work
[8], these benchmark circuits were used. The circuit characteristics of these circuits are shown in Table I. “#PI” and
“#PO” denote the numbers of PIs and POs, respectively. “#FF,”
“#status,” and “#Control” denote the numbers of FFs, status
inputs, and control outputs, respectively. “#Reg” and “#Mod.”
denote the number of registers and the number of hardware
elements except for registers, respectively. “bit” denotes the
bit width of the data paths. In our experiments, we used
AutoLogicII (MentorGraphics) as a logic synthesis tool with
its sample libraries to synthesize those circuits. In Table I,
“Area” denotes the total circuit size. We compared the proposed
method with original circuits, the full-scan method, and the
method in [18]. In the full-scan method, all the FFs in the
circuits are replaced by the scan-FFs, and a single scan chain is
constructed.
The results of the hardware overhead are shown in Table II.
“C,” “DP,” “TC,” and “MUX” denote the area overhead of the
controller, the data path, the TC, and the additional MUXs,
respectively. The area overhead of the proposed method is much
smaller than others. Compared to [18], we can see that the
reduction of the area overhead mainly comes from the TC and
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TABLE III
TEST GENERATION RESULTS

the additional MUXs. Consequently, the delay overhead of the
proposed method is lower than that in [18]. This is because
at most two gates are inserted in between the controller and
the data path in the proposed method, whereas at most four
gates are inserted in between them in [18]. We can also observe
that the pin overhead is smaller than [18]. The pin overhead of
RISCs and MPEGs in the proposed method is larger than that
of other benchmark circuits. In RISCs, the pin overhead for the
TC increased because of the number of control signals utilized
for hold functions. Moreover, in RISCs and MPEGs, two or
more OMUXs are required because the bit width of the control
outputs of the TC is larger than the bit width of the POs of the
data paths.
The results of the test generation are shown in Table III.
We used TestGen (Synopsys) as a sequential and combinational ATPG tool on Sun Blade 2000 (Sun Microsystems).
Test generation for sequential circuits using a TEM requires a
combinational ATPG, which can deal with gate-level multiple
stuck-at faults. In these experiments, since TestGen cannot
deal with gate-level multiple stuck-at faults, we use the circuit
model, which can express a gate-level multiple stuck-at fault
in a TEM as a single stuck-at fault [22], [29]. “Test generation
time” denotes the time spent for the ATPG and does not include
the time spent for the DFT. However, the time spent for the
DFT is negligible as compared with the time spent on the
ATPG. We observe that the full-scan method, the method in
[18], and the proposed method can achieve 100% FE, except for
RISCs in practical test generation time. For RISCs, the full-scan
method and the proposed method cannot generate test vectors
for a subset of CMs in the data path. For MPEGs, the TEM
becomes large since the sequential depth of a simple path from
a PI to a PO is very big. Therefore, the test generation time
of the proposed method becomes long compared with the fullscan method. Although the proposed method guarantees the
existence of a linear-depth TEM for any testable fault, the depth
depends on the circuits’ characteristics. From the results for two
industrial circuits, we can say that the test generation time is
reasonable for the circuits where the depths from PIs to POs are
shallow such as RISCs. On the other hand, for the circuits where
the depths from PIs to POs and the length of cycle-unrolling
paths are long such as MPEGs, the size of the TEM becomes
large. Hence, it results in long test generation time. This is a
limitation of the proposed method. However, we can relax this
limitation by proposing a DFT method that makes the cycleunrolling paths shorter.
The proposed method can reduce the test application time
by up to 99.6% compared with the full-scan method. This

is because the proposed method does not require scan-shift
operations. The proposed method can allow at-speed testing
because the test pattern can be applied not by the scan clock
but by the operational clock. The proposed method can also
reduce the test application time by up to 94.3% compared
with the method in [18] for five circuits. We consider that
faults were efficiently detected by the fault simulation in the
proposed method since the whole circuit is the target for test
generation, whereas the method discussed in [18] is based on
hierarchical test generation. On the other hand, the proposed
method requires longer test generation time compared with the
previous methods. However, the test application time is a perchip cost, whereas the test generation time is a one-time cost
for a design. Therefore, the proposed method can effectively
reduce the total test cost.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a new class of sequential
circuits, called the linear-depth time-bounded class, which has
been shown to be acyclically testable, and hence, the test
generation complexity is τ 2 -bounded. As one of the lineardepth time-bounded classes, we have introduced a new class
of RTL circuits, called the cycle-unrollable RTL circuits, which
has been shown to be linear depth time bounded and, hence,
τ 2 -bounded. We have also proposed a DFT method and a
test generation method based on the cycle unrollability. The
proposed method can achieve 100% FE for gate-level single
stuck-at faults in practical test generation time by using a combinational ATPG. It also allows at-speed testing. Furthermore,
the proposed method can drastically reduce hardware overhead
and test application time compared to that discussed in [18]
by paying an acceptable cost of test generation time. The test
application time and the hardware overhead are costs for every
manufactured chip, whereas the test generation time is a onetime cost for a design before manufacturing. Therefore, the
proposed method is effective.
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